No country in the world spends more money on healthcare than the U.S. Surpassing 15% of our GDP, we believe our spending on healthcare buys us the most advanced technology and best trained physicians while delivering miraculous outcomes. Unfortunately, the statistics do not support that view.

Even though the U.S. spends more than $5,000 per capita on healthcare annually (2002 statistic)—greater than 50% more than is spent by the next highest spending country—statistics on infant mortality and life expectancy lag way behind. In addition, several Institute of Medicine reports on deaths due to medical errors also paint a disappointing picture. Lastly, more than 45 million Americans are without basic health insurance—a number that increases every year.

Universal Coverage Is Not Always Single-payer

The U.S. healthcare system differs from systems in most industrialized nations by its lack of sanctioned universal coverage. Although payment systems vary from single-payer to multi-payer tiered systems in other countries, each citizen obtains basic healthcare either through an employer, government agency, or combination of the two.

Contrary to the popular belief of many citizens in other countries, Americans do receive healthcare coverage irrespective of their ability to pay. No one is left bleeding to death on the threshold of a trauma ward due to an expired insurance card. Alternatively, access to non-emergent or preventive services varies based upon ability to pay, health insurance status, and coverage details.

Henry Aaron, a respected economist writing in the New England Journal of Medicine on the administrative costs of healthcare, said:

Like many other observers, I look at the U.S. healthcare system and see an administrative monstrosity, a truly bizarre mélange of thousands of payers with payment systems that differ for no socially beneficial reason, as well as staggeringly complex public system with mind boggling administered prices and other rules expressing distinctions that can only be regarded as weird (2003, p. 801).

Currently the government pays for more than 40% of all healthcare in the U.S. That number includes Medicare, Medicaid, Veterans Administration hospitals and clinics, and military and dependent family coverage. In addition, the government provides more than $170 billion in tax deductions to businesses that fund healthcare for their employees, an indirect payment by the government for healthcare services. As noted by Aaron above, payment for healthcare in the U.S. is dominated by one very large payer. Interestingly, that large payer, the federal government, has the lowest administrative costs, as evidenced by the Medicare and Veterans Administration programs. Even those "low" administrative costs are considered too high when compared to other comparable programs around the world.

Universal coverage creates a framework for a comprehensive healthcare information technology platform.

In summary, Americans live with an expensive, variable, fragmented healthcare system that delivers the most meager of results.

Better Use of Resources

Embracing universal coverage provides many advantages. Once everyone is covered, resources currently used to confirm eligibility could be better utilized for actual healthcare delivery. Organizations will cease their efforts to control access to care based on non-clinical sets of administrative rules. With most care covered under universal minimum levels of service, it will not require adjudication before beginning treatment.

In addition, insuring minimum levels of service removes incentives to withhold preventive services. With all payers providing those services, all payers are assured future returns on their investments, whether from the patients they currently insure or from other patients treated by competitors who enroll in the future.

Universal coverage creates a framework for a comprehensive healthcare information technology platform. Information technology standards, coupled to the minimum care services identified in empowering legislation, offer strong incen-
tives for organizations to move forward with information technology solutions that can improve care. For example, electronic health records become easier to generate and maintain when everyone “belongs” to the system. Gaps in coverage no longer lead to gaps in the medical record.

With everyone covered, it is easier to imagine a comprehensive electronic medical record for each patient. Continuity of care, which would be a standard rather than an exception, drives organizations to populate the record and patients to manage it. Standardization of information flow through interoperability becomes valuable to payers who want to tightly manage patients to control costs.

Shift to Preventing Disease
With universal coverage, every payer knows that minimum services are provided to every patient and that information is available. Operations are able to move forward on initiatives that improve outcomes and reduce costs. Incentives shift from preventing care to preventing disease. Each patient’s electronic medical record becomes a source of data for measuring outcomes. Organizations that are best at caring for patients, as shown through the analysis of this patient data, will see their revenues grow.

Use of barcoding or RFID in medication administration becomes a necessity to reduce medication errors. Clinical decision support forms the basis for delivering efficient and effective care that can be documented and used to attract enrollees. Other quality goals can be universal, allowing each payer and provider to figure out how to reach them. Innovation is more likely to arise when experts are working to deliver care rather than limit access.

Although a large part of the U.S. population is uninsured, no Americans are uncovered. Today, an inefficient patchwork quilt of coverage by the government, employers, self-payers, and charity ensure that everyone receives care. Unfortunately, this patchwork is inefficient and supports negative incentives that waste resources and hurt patients. Implementing universal coverage, irrespective of the payer model used, appropriately acknowledges the reality of how care is paid for in the U.S., and works to reform that reality in a way that incents broader services, higher quality, and safer care. Information technology can play a valuable role in ensuring that universal coverage delivers on its promise of better access to high quality care for all.
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